Our Story
In 1980, Ernie Miyamoto entered into the hot rod industry. After gaining experience while working with his father, he decided to go
out on his own and start what has
now become MotoFab. MotoFab was
created with a focus on custom
headers and exhaust. Now it has
turned into custom fabrication of
not only headers and exhaust, but
frames, cages, sheet metal work and
complete vehicle builds.
Starting out with fabricating
and customizing his first car (which
he still owns today), Ernie has
worked on and fabricated some really unique vehicles from Corvettes
and LaSalle’s, to mud trucks and
mini bikes. Tasks as simple as welding an aluminum bracket or challenges as complicated as fabricating
a full chassis, Ernie has the talent to
take on a project, access it and complete it while giving it enough character to make it stand out.
Our safe and secured 3400
sq. ft. facility is equipped with two
Bridgeport mills, two lathes, a 4’ x
16’ surface plate table, two English
wheels, four car hoists and other
metal forming tools needed to complete your project.
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Custom Headers
All our headers
are made from
mandrel bent
tubing and TIG
welded. Not only
do they flow well
but look good too.
Material choices include mild steel
or stainless
steel. We
also work
with QC
Coatings if
you are
interested
in having
them ceramic coated to reduce heat and
extend the
life of the
headers.
In addition
to making
custom
headers,
we also repair and modify existing headers.
Dented or smashed, we can alter them so
clearance is no longer an issue.

Custom Exhaust

Custom Fabrication

Our exhaust systems are made like our
headers.
Only mandrel bent
tubing is
used and
they are
TIG welded. Most
systems
are made
using aluminized steel tubing or stainless steel.
Again, we work with QC Coatings for ceramic coating in black or sliver.

We are not limited to just designing and
fabricating exhaust systems. Over 30 years
of machining and
welding
experience
and an
equipment
list that
includes
Bridgeport
mills,
lathes, English wheels, multiple car hoists
and a surface plate for chassis’ allows us to
meet our
customer’s
needs and
requirements. If
you’re looking for
someone
who can
fabricate
anything from full frames and roll cages to
sheet metal work and machining details,
then contact us to set up an appointment
to review your project.

We can build you an exhaust system size
from 2” up to
5” and use
mufflers from
Flow Master,
Borla or whoever you choose.
We also design
and manufacture our own exhaust cutouts which are
made from stainless steel and machined so
they will not leak. They are offered as a
manual kit
with a single
handle under
your seat or
as an electric
option with
an actuator.

